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**TIRANG**

The ECE Association organized an event called TIRANG, on the eve of 76th Independence Day. This event was open to all departments commemorating the glorious 75 years of independence. It was non-technical and encouraged students to submit their essays and artworks on the theme “Incredible India”. The event aimed at instilling a sense of pride about the milestone India has reached.

**NON – TECHNICAL EVENTS**

Event 1 – Essay Writing  
Event 2 – Drawing and Painting  
Date – 10 August, 2022  
Platform – Online Mode  
No. of. Participants – 8

**EVENT 1 – ESSAY WRITING**

As we came closer to the Independence Day, E-mails containing various works of Essay Writing started to pour in. The participants were required to create essays that focused on the theme “Incredible India” and their works were indeed very passionate. The essays broadly covered two main topics. The first one being the history and cultural heritage of India. The second one was about the milestones achieved by India in the recent past and how we must be proud of our country. By participating in this event, the students would’ve learnt a lot about our country’s heritage and accomplishments.

**EVENT 2 – DRAWING AND PAINTING**

This event was planned to emphasize and honor the triumphs of India. Students were emboldened to portray their insights about our diverse nation through their artistic skills. Students from various departments fervently participated in this event and elucidated their stance through sketches and depictions. The participants submitted their artworks to the official email of the ECE Association. Winners were selected based on the inherent meaning, aesthetic looks, elegance and creativity their art conveyed. This event focused on radiating the thoughts of the students about India’s journey by dint of art.
Artworks that bagged the top prizes
WINNERS:
Best Painting: Keerthivassan S (20L221)
Best Essay: Tamil Surya B (21L152)

The event gave the participants an opportunity to express their passion towards our nation into well-articulated essays and creative paintings.

To view the paintings and essays:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1n7AktlM5MB1tyvlisiVHcgjLG10hScjJ?usp=sharing